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Starting with two or more generic sequences, there are several ways in which they may be arranged in 
relation to each other, sometimes forming a word. The sequences may: 
J. follow on from each other, as demonstrated in Sequential Words (WW2005003). 
2. interlock., as de scri bed in Unique GenericLocks (2007251) 
3. occur one within another 
4. overlap 
In 1,2 and 3 above, the sequences do not share any letters. In 4, they share one or more letters. 
Sequences Wcthin investigates category 3. 
The genres of sequences considered are Palindromic (P), Tautonymic (T), Miami (M) and Ladder (L).
 
(the reader is directed to Miami Words (2000014) and Ladder Words (2002279».
 
A particular word may be constructed of (a) two or more sequences of the same genre or (b) sequences of
 
two or more different genres.
 
Selected examples are offered although, for some of the possible patterns, no examples were found.
 
Words which are themselves palindromes, tautonyms, Miami or ladders are not included.
 
SingLe letters and doubled letters are not included as P or T sequences. The ladder sequences considered
 
are those with 9 letters.
 
Most of the unreferenced words can be found in the Oxford English Dictionary, Second Edition.
 
Other references: aig = Agricultural Insects of Ghana, Ghana Univ. Press, 1966; cham = Chambers Dictionary;
 
daw =; Dictionary of Archaic Words by J.O. Halliwell, Bracken Books, 1989; dfpf= A Dictlonary of the Flowering Plants and
 
Fems by J.C. Willis, CUP ]966; dne = A Dictionary of New English 1963-72 by Barnhart, Steinmetz and Barnhart,
 
Longmans, 1973; hodge =Handbook of American Indians ed. F.W. Hodge, J907; nz "" Nomenc1ator Zoologicus;
 
ospd"" Official Scrabble Players Dictionary; sted= Stedman's Medical Dictionary; Web2:: Webster's Second Edition.
 
Locations are taken from the Unites States Board on Geographic names.
 
PAL~ROMITCSEQUENCES~TEUNPALJNDROMITCSEQUENCES 
Asterisked* letter patterns offer a choice of embedded P sequences. These patterns are covered in Choice 
ofEmbedded Palindromes at the end of this P in P section. 
Surrounding Palindromic Sequence of3 Letters 
There are 2 possible positions for a P sequence, whatever its length, when it is embedded in a P triplet 
The words have one of the two letter patterns (a)1.P.21 (b)12.P.l 
3 in 3 
(a) ACAClA, ~EDELC, Q.EPEND, £,ATAGE, QIVrNG, HABATH, ITZTLl (Web2), KEBECK, LILJAL, MIRJAM (chamj, 
tlEMEAN, EEWEgf, BEGEAB" ~ALADS, ~TATUS, ~EVERS, lUMULT, XERELY 
(b) AURORA, BOABA!L CLINI~ CRITI~, DUELEQ, ENGAGI, ESTAT,I, GANINQ., HACBctl, KRETEK, 
LYOSO!. (a synthetic resin concentrate), MOUSUM, OPINIQ, PHJLf£., REELER, SCENE~, SWEDE~, TENANI, TWILII. 
YEANAy 
.fin 3 
(a)..QIZZIED, QIGGING, 1:!1LLISH, KILLICK, 1YTTYLL, MILLIUM, RIPPlER., ~ELLERS, SETTERS, IARRANT 
(b) DWELLEQ, ESTAATg, GRIMMIQ (cham), NHESSEH, PHILLIE, RlEGGEB (Wallingford Riegger was a major figure 
in the world of American classical music), STEPPES" TRESSEl 
5 in 3 
(a) ANODONTA (Web2), QA WNWARD, £PANAPHE (aig), l::!OOROOSH, ~ELFLESS, ~YNONYMS 
(b) ACROPORA (Web2), ELNERENg, GENlTINg, MAURORUM (cham), PARACAf{f, SIGNING,S" SCREWER~, 
TENEMENT 
6in3 
(a) SNIPPINGS, SNlFFINGS, ..sTACCATOS, STANNATES 
(b) SHREDDERS, STRESSERS, THROWWORI 
7in 3 
(a) M1RlPIRIUM (miripirium chloride is a chemical) 
(b) SHILAGALl,S. (a populated place in Lithuania) 
9in3 
(a) KINNIKINNICK, SENSUOUSNESS 
Su"ounding Palindromic Sequence of-I Letters 
There are 3 possible positions for a P sequence embedded in a P quadruplet. The words have one of the 
letter patterns (a) l.P.221 (b)12. P. 21 (a palindrome) (c)122. P. 1 
3 in 4 
(a) AEMETTA (cham) 
(C) ACCIDIA, ENNIMIg, ENNYMYE, OFFICIQ (cham), SAANEN.s. - swiss goats (cham) 
4 in 4 
(a) ~ETTELLS (settles), TREE-ROOT 
Sin 4 
f (a) SENTNELLS 
Su"ounding Palindromic Sequence of5 Letters 
There are 4 possible positions for a P sequence embedded in a P quintuplet. The words have one of the 
letter patterns (a)l.P.2321 * (b)12. P,321 (c)123.P.21 (d)1232. P.I" 
3 in 5 
(b) ATALANTA (cham), DECOCTED, ELIGIBLE, LIPOPHIL (sted), MURARTIJM (Theridion murarium is a cobweb 
weaver spider - from the Nearctic Spider Database), NOTATION, REMEMBER, SINENSIS (cham) 
d	 (C) ALCABALA see alcavala (an early Spanish property tax), DENTATffi ENDOCONE (Web2), LAPlD!&,
 
MERIDIEM (cham), NAMIBIAN, RESTATgB, SUDOROUS
 
4 in 5 
(b) RETOOTHER (Web2), STAGGARTS (stags in their 4th year) see staggard, 1847 citation 
(c) NONILLION (British 10$4) 
5 in 5 
(b) D£RESERVED,
 
e (c) ENKERGRENE (dark green) see enker, SENSITISES see sensitize
 
Su"ounding Palindromic Sequence of6 Letters 
There are 5 possible positions for a P sequence embedded in a P sextuplet. The words have one 
et. of the letter patterns (a)1.P.23321 * (b)12. P. 3321 (c)123. P.321 (palindrome) (d)1233. P. 21 (e) 12332.P.l * 
3in6 
(b) SEERESSES 
~). (d) SENNEKEES (hodge) 
Su"ounding Palindromic Sequence of 7 Letters 
There are 6 possible positions for a P sequence embedded in a P septuplet. [I, 
The words have one of the letter patterns 
(a) l.P .234321 '" (b) 12.P.34321 * (c)123.P .4321 (see 3 in 3 in 4 at end of article) (d) 1234.P.321 
(e)12343.P.21 * (f)123432.P.l '" 
3 in 7 
(d) LACTlFICAL, METASYSTEM 
Choice ofEmbedded Palindromic Sequences* 
Up to this point, all the sequences have been unique. However, some P in P words offer a choice of 
embedded P sequences: 
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(i) P sequences ofsame length: 
3 in 5 (a)1.P.2321 (b)1232. P.I 
(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) 
bONOIDIC CONOIDIi:;. QESEEDED DESEEDEQ LIPIODOL LIPIODOL 
~ENEEVEN(daw)NENEEVEN REDEEMER REDEEMER ~EVERERS SEVERER~ 
IYNYNANT TYNYNANI 
3 in7(a)12.P.34321 (b)12343.P.21 
(a) (b) 
REVIVIFIER REvrVIFIER 
(ii) P sequences ofdifferent lengths 
3 in 7 and 5 in 5 ~ENECIOICS (1.P.234321) SENECIOIC~ (1232.P.I) 
5 in 5 and 3 in 7 ~TIPlTURUS (I.P .2321) STIPITURU~ (123432.P.1) 
3 in 6 and 4 in 5 MUQUADDAM (I.P.23321) MUQUADDAM (123 2.P.I) 
4 in 5 and 3 in 6 ~ILLlBlJBS (I.P .2321) SILLIBUB~ (123324541) 
WSSIERED DISSIEREQ see desire v. 
7in 3 and 5 in 5 MALAYALAAM (1.P.21) MALAYALAAM (cham) (l2.P.221) 
6 in 6 and 9 in 3 ~PINNIPfNNIS (l.P.23321) SPINNIPINNI~ (l2.P.1) 
TAUTONYNITCSEQUENCE~TEITNTAUTONYNUCSEQUENCE 
Su"ounding Tautonymic Sequence of4 Letters 
There are 3 possible positions for a T sequence embedded in a 4-1etter T sequence. The words have one of 
the letter patterns (a)1.T.212 (b)12.T.J2 (c)121.T.2 
4 in 4 
(a) MONONEME (an unpaired helix of nucleic acid as occurs in a chromatid), MONONYMY 
(b) MEGAGAME (dne), MESOSOME, VETITIVE 
(c) BABAMAMA (the Babamama range IS listed in Stieler's 19 th century Atlas - ww nOlO), SASARARA (note that these 
two words are also T-T sequential words with the letter panem 1212.3232) 
MIAMI SEQUENCE WITHIN MIAMI SEQUENCE 
There are 4 possible positions for a M sequence embedded in another M sequence.
 
The words have one of the letter patterns (a)1.M.2312 (b)12.M.312 (c)123.M.12 (d)1231.M.2
 
(a) HAGNAGGING, tl0NCONTENT 
(b) ANASTASIAN (Web2) 
(c) ISOOSMOSIS (Web2) 
(d) REGRATIATJ;; 
PAL~ROMITCSEQUENCE~THINTAUTONYNUCSEQUENCE 
There are 3 possible positions for a P sequence embedded in a 4-letter T sequence. The words have one of 
the letter patterns (a)l.P 212 (b)12.P.12 (c)121.P.2 
3in4 
(a) RIVIERE (cham), IIMISTS 
(b) ANIDIAN (Web2), DEICIDE, EDIFIED, ESTATES, ICHTHIC (cham), MYOTOMY, REAWARE (Web2). 
SHABASH, TENENTE 
(c) DlDAKAI. EYE-BABY:, ILlACAL, JAJfNlh, (m), NONNY-NQ, TETHTH£, USURER~ 
4 in 4 (these particular words are pair isograms, words with 2 of each different lener) 
(a) MILLIEME 
(b) SHIPPISH, TEAM-MATE 
5in4 
lSIDlOID~ 
344 
There are 5 possible positions for a P sequence embedded in a 6-1etter T sequence. The words have one of 
the letter patterns (a)l.P 23123 (b)l2.P.3123 (c)123.P.123 (d)1231.P.23 (e)12312.P.3 
3 in 6 
(a) blEREKONKO (a mountain in Guinea) 
(b) GElSINGEN (a town in Gennany) 
(c) MESOSOMES, OVERDROVE, REDEF£RED (Web2) 
(d) CAECILIAE (Web2), CONCISION, TESTIFIES 
(e) JINJIA WA1i (a populated place in China) 
5 in 6 
(d) CONCITATlON 
PALUNDRONUCSEQUENCE~THINNfiANUSEQUENCE 
There are 4 possible positions for a P sequence embedded in a 5-letter M sequence. The words have one 
of the letter patterns: (a)l.P.2312 (b) 12.P.312 (c) 123.P.12 (d) 1231.P.2 
(a) AUTUNIAN (an inhabitant of Autun, a populated place in France), .s.ABBATIST, ~LEPELESSE 
(b) HEADACHE, STILLIEST (ospd'), SEERPREESE, N£CORROCANE (a populated place in Mozambique), 
(c) STEEPEST, SHRJLLIlli., TERRE-VERI&., DECIMEMfDE (chemical used in phannacy) \TETRAPARTITE (Web2) 
(d) CAECILI6 (a kind of lizard), INDIANAJ:i, PREPOSSESSOR 
PALINDROMIC SEQUENCE WITHIN LADDER SEQUENCE 
There are 8 possible positions for a P sequence embedded in a Ladder sequence. Here are 4 of them: 
of	 l.P.23143543: ~ONORESCENCE, l.P.12312412: ~ANASTASrAS (also a P - L sequential word 121.213413513) 
123.P.143145: ANTlDIASTASE (Web2) 
12314.P.3145 KECKLEMECKLE 
123124.P.l25 INFINITATING 
ese	 TAUTONYWC SEQUENCE WITHlN PALINDROMIC SEQUENCE 
There are 2 possible positions for a T sequence embedded in a P triplet. The words have one of the letter 
patterns (a) 1.T.21 (b) 12.T.I 
4in3 
(a) ACUCULA (cham), MONONYM, BIBlBOR 
(b) BUTATA.6. (a medication), DRYEYEQ, EPININE (Web2), GAfNTNQ 
6 in 3 
(a) EASHASHIP (Web2), ,S.TTNTINGS 
(b) SWINGING~, STINGING.s., ARATfATfA (also a P-TsequentiaJ word 121. 341341) 
8 in 3 
(a) QENIZENIZED (Web2) or (b) DENIZENIZEQ, 
(b) GRATrNATINQ
eof 10 in 3 
(a) ~TENOSTENOSIS (also a T~P sequential word 1234512345.161) 
8 in 5 
(a) gMMA-EMMA-ESSES (see emma, /919 citation) 
rb2), 
There are 3 possible positions for a T sequence embedded in a P quadruplet. The words have one of the 
letter patterns (a) l.T.221 (b)12.T.21 (c) 122.T.l 
4in4 
( a) AN AN ASSA (dfjJf) aIso a T-P sequential word J212. 133 1 
(b) NOTITION 
(c) AKKrNINA (a populated place in Russia) 
There are 4 possible positions for a T sequence embedded in a P quintuplet. The words have one of the 
letter patterns (a) 1.1.2321 (b) 12.T.321 (c) 123.T.21 (d) 1232.1.1 
4inS 
(a) tlUKUKATAN (a stream in Malaysia) 
(b) NEUMUMMEN (a populated place in Germany) 
(c) SURUCUCUS (bushmaster snakes - cham) 
(d) EUQUININ&; (a chemical) 
There are 5 possible positions for a T sequence embedded in a P sextuplet. The words have one of the 
letter patterns (a) 1.1.23321 (b) 12.T.3321 (c) 123.1.321 (d) 1233.1.21 (e) 12332.1.1 
4in6 
(d) TELLURURET 
(d) SASSARARAS or (e) SASSARARA~ 
TAUTONYMIC SEQUENCE WITHIN MIAMI SEQUENCE 
There are 4 possible positions for a T sequence embedded in a M sequence. The words have one of the 
letter patterns: (a)l.T2312 (b) 12.T. 312 (c) 123.T.12 (d) 1231.T.2 
T=4 
(a) IOUOUAITA (Douar Tououaita is a populated place in Algeria) 
(b) LAKHKHOLA (a populated place in Bangladesh) 
(c) DAYANANDA (a name - see Samaj,1958 citation), MEATOTOME 
(d) TANTARARA (see taotam) 
T=6 
(a) AWGAWGAWRAW or (b) AWGAWGAWRAW (a populated place in Nigeria) 
(c) ORHOKPOKPOR or (d) ORHOKPOKPOR (a populated place in Nigeria) 
(d) ZENZICUBICUBE 
T=8 
(a) EMMA~EMMA·ESSES (see emma, 1919 citation) See also 8T in 5P earlier. 
TAUTONYNUCSEQUENCE~THINLADDERSEQUENCE 
There are 8 possible positions for a T sequence embedded in a M sequence. In this one, T = 4. 
1234.T.23523 KOURABABOUGOU (a populated place in Mali) 
l\fiAMI SEQUENCE WITHIN PALINDROMIC SEQUENCE 
There are 2 possible positions for a M sequence embedded in a P triplet. 
The words have one of the letter patterns (a) t.M.21 (b) 12.M.1 
(a) ~ERBERIC, S-ATlATES 
(b) DISEASED, GLfNTlNQ, GRINDING, SWERVER.s., SINGINGS-
There are 3 possible positions for a M sequence embedded in a P quadruplet. 
The words have one of the letter patterns (a)I.M.221 (b)12.M.21 (c) 122.M.l 
(a) KARKAROOK (a railroad station in Australia) 
I(b) ENTERTENE, SEATMATES 
I(c) EFFATUAT~, ROOT-EATER 
( 
IThere are 4 possible positions for a M sequence embedded in a P quintuplet. 
(The words have one of the letter patterns (a)l.M.2321 (b)12.M.321 (c)123.M.21 (d)1232.Ml 
(a) ~ANAANITIC, QUNRUNNfNG (cham), .QISVISERED (see disvisor vo) 
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There are 5 possible positions for a M sequence embedded in a P sextuplet. The words have one of the 
letter patterns (a)I.M23321 (b)12.M.3321 (c)123.M.321 (d)J233.M.21 (e)12332.M.l 
(b) DEREPRESSED
 
The phrase TAKE A CRACK AT is made of a M sequence embedded in a P septuplet.
 
There are 6 possible positions for a M sequence embedded in a P septuplet. The words have one of the 
letter patterns (a) I.M.23432l (b)12.M.34321 (c)l 23.M. 4321 (d) 1234.M.321 (e) 12343.M.21 
(f) 123432.M.1 
(a) QELOELAPAPAO (a populated place in Indonesia) 
MITAMUSEQUENCE~THINTAUTONYNUCSEQUENCE 
T==4 
12.M.12 INTERTErN, RNRGRRGRN (a Yurok Indian place name WW74243) 
:MIAMI SEQUENCE WITIDN LADDER SEQUENCE 
This demonstrates one of the 8 possible positions for a M sequence in a L sequence: 
I.M. 23423523 INTENTOUBOUGOU (a populated place in Mali) 
LADDERSEQUENCE~THINPALLNDRON.UCSEQUENCE 
P=3 
12.L.l ALOUGOUBOUN6. (a point in Gabon) 
*************************** 
So far, we have concerned ourselves with words consisting of2 generic sequences, one within the other. 
However, it is possible to discover a few words which demonstrate 3 sequences - a sequence within a 
sequence \vithin a sequence. In such words, the sequences may (a) aU belong to the same genre (b) consist 
of 2 sequences of one genre and a third sequence of a different genre or (c) all belong to different genres. 
(a) sequences all belonging to the same genre 
3 in 3 in 4 (P in P in P) 
REHOBOTHER, TR6CK-CHART 
SOOQIEfNGS
 
Phrase: SLACK COALS
 
(b) 2 + 1 sequences
 
3 in 3 in 5 ISgP[PTESIS (P in Pin M)
 
5 in 5 in 3 SP&AR-CARRIERS (M in Min P)
 
4 in 5 in 3 Phrase: AFTERNOON TEA (P in M in P)
 
5 in 3 in 4 Phrases: FBJNGrNG REEF, STgEL HELMETS (both M in P in P)
 
(e) sequences all belonging to different genres 
3 in 5 in 4 NrMTNI~PIMINI CP in M in T) 
*************************** 
Finally, here is a generic schizophrenic which can't decide what it is! 
Is it a Tin T - DIKWAKWADI? 
Or is it a M in M? 
If the latter, it still has the choice between DIKWAKWADI and DIKWAKWADI! 
(Dikwakwadi is a scalp conditon - see whitehead, B 4 b, 1922 citation) 
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